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1 Introduction

In this paper we focus on the nested algebra as proposed by Thomas and Fischer One of the key problems we address 1s the followmg “What IS the power
of the nested algebra when we are only interested m Its
operation on flat relations and when the result 1s also
flat?” In other words “Is It possible to write queries
m the nested algebra wrth flat operands as input and
with a flat output whch do not have an eqmvalent m
the ordmary (flat) relational algebra?” We show m
this paper that the answer to ths question 1s negative Hence the flat algebra 1s rich enough to extract
the same “flat mformatlon” from a flat database as the
nested algebra does This result has some interesting
theoretical as well as practical consequences

In 19Y7 Makmoucb [18] proposed to generahze the
relational database model by removmg the first normal form assumption
Jaeschke and Schek [15] mtraduced a generallzatlon of the ordmary relational
model by allowmg relations with set-valued attributes
and adding two restructuring operators, the nest and
the unnest operators, to manipulate such (one-level)
nested relations Thomas and Fischer 1261generalized
Jaeschke and Schek’s model and allowed nested relations of arbitrary (but fixed) depth Roth, Korth and
Sllberschatz [23] defined a calculus like query language
for the nested relational model of Thomas and Flscher Since then numerous SQL-hhe query languages
[17,20,21,22], graphical-oriented query languages [13]
and datalog-hke languages [3,4,7,16] have been mtroduced for this model or slight generahzatlons of It
Also, various groups [5,10,11,12,19,25] have started to
implement the nested relational database model, some
on top of an exlstmg database management system,
others from scratch

l
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The transltlve closure can not be expressed m the
nested algebra, because If It could, the transitive
closure could be expressed m the flat algebra, contradicting a result of Aho and Ullman [2] It 1s
interesting to observe that If the nest operator 1s
replaced by the powerset operator m the nested algebra, then It IS possible, as observed by Beer1 [6],
Hull [14] and Ablteboul [l], to express the transitive closure Hence the nested algebra with the
powerset operator 1s strictly more powerful than
the classical nested algebra studied m tbs paper
Several researchers [19,25] have proposed to build
database management systems supporting various

nested relatmnal database models Subsequently,
others [8,24] viewed such database management
systems as attractive tools to Implement (flat) relatlonal database management systems, because
adhtlonal opportnmtles are offered to optlrmze
(flat) relatlonal qnenes Our result m&cates that
lhx3 strategy is safe smce no expressive power 1s
gamed by using the nested algebra

A database scheme IS a set of schemes
2 2 Instances

of a Relation

Scheme

Let S be the scheme (al,
, a,), where a, stands for
an attribute, either atormc or structured
The set of
mstanoee of S, denoted In&(S), IS the set
(818 1s a finite subset of ualucs(al)

x

x ualues(a,))

where values(A) 1s the set of the natural numbers d
A IS an atormc attrlbnte and ualues(A(X)) = Z&((x))
otherwise (where X IS a non-empty hst of attributes)

In ad&tlon to thxs result, we have some positive and
negative results about how general queries m the
nested algebra can be transformed such that maximal
use 1s made of the apphcatlon of flat relatlonal operators These theoretlcal results shed some hght on the
huutations set by trymg to implement the nested relatlonal on top of a relational database management
system

We need to make the following remarks
l

All atomic attributes have the same values set,
namely the set of the natural numbers

l

Two schemes are compatible If and only If their
set of instances are equal

2 Formalism

2.3. Nested

In thus section we define relation schemes, relation mstances, a nested algebra and a nested calculus

In tbs section we define a nested algebra for mampulatmg schemes and thar mstances smular to the one
mtroduced by Thomas and Fischer [26] It should be
noted that the empty operator and the renammg operator were not considered m [26] The empty operator
IS introduced to effectively deal wth instances contammg tuples with empty component values The algebra
conslste of 9 operators, wLch are defined aa follows

2 1. Scheme of a Relation
(Attnbute)

+ (Zdentrfier)

Such an attnbute 1s called atomrc and (Zdentlfiet) 1s
called the name of the attribute
(Attnbute)

-+ (Zdent:fier)(Scheme)

The umon operator U let (Xl) and (X2) be compatible schemes and let s1 E Znst((X1)) and $2 E
Then s1 U s2 1s the (standard) muon
Znst((&))
of s1 and 92 and 1s an instance of the scheme (Xl)

Such an attnbute 1s called etruc2ured and (Zdentafier)
IS called the name of the attribute
(Lwt-of-attnbutes)

-+ (Empty-Lt)
1
(Non-empty-l&-of
-attnbutes)
(Non-empty-k&of
nttnbutes) + (Attnbute) 1
(Attnbute)l(Non-empty-Irst-of
-attrrbutes)

The d:flerence opemtor compatible schemes and let
82 E Znst((x2))
Then s1 &fference of 81 and s2 and
scheme (Xl)

Two hsts of attnbutes X1 and X2 are called compatible
If and only d they are both empty, or X1 = al,& and
with Xi, Xi compatible hsts of attributes
x2 = al,%
and a1 and a2 both atonuc attnbutes or both structured attributes with compatible hsts of attributes
(Scheme) + ((Non-empty-l&-of

let (Xl) and (&) be
s1 E Znst((&)) and
a2 IS the (standard)
1s an instance of the

The pm opemtor w
let (Xl) and (X2) be
schemes with no common Identifiers and let 81 E
In&((&))
and 82 E Znst((&))
Then 81 w s2 1s
the (standard) Jam of sl and s2 and 1san instance
of the scheme (Xl, X2)

attnbutes))

All the ldentfiers m a scheme have to be &fferent
Two schemes are called compatrble If and only If thar
respective hsts of attnbutes are compatible A scheme
1s called flat If and only d all Its attnbutes are atormc

l

These are some examples of schemes
(&,B2,B3)
(A, B, WA

Algebra

E(F)))
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The proJectron operator II Let (X) be the scheme
,Q (k > 1) be the m&ces
rah),
let 81,
(01
,a,, of X and let
of MTerent attributes a,,,
8 E In&((X))
Then II,,, ,,b(s) 1s the (standard)
proJectlon on the a,, through a,, attributes and
1s an instance of the scheme (a,,,
7%)

l

l

l

The selectzon opemtor u Let (X) be a scheme, let
I and 3 be the m&ces of different attributes of(X)
and let s E m&((x))
Then u,=~(s) IS the largest
subset of s conslstmg of elements with equal Eand
3 components

where t IS an ldentlfier, called the target wanable and X
1sa non-empty list of attributes, called the scheme oft
and f(t) IS a formula, called the formula of the query
The scheme of this query 1s (X) The free variables of
ths query are those of f, except for t A formula can
have the form

The nest opemtor Y Let (X) be the scheme (Xl,
X2), where A2 IS not the empty hst and let A be no
ldentlfier of X Let s E In&((x))
Then VA~,A(S)
IS the (standard) nest of s on the attrlbutes of
X2 and IS an mstance of the scheme (&,A(&))
Notlce that m ths defimtlon we have made the
notational slmphfymg assumption that X2 1s an
end sequence of X and not a subsequence of X
The unnest opemtor p

(b,A(h))

and

let

s

E

VI

Then

l

PA(Xa)(s)

(termI)

X2)
The empty opemtor 0 Let (X) be a scheme and
let A be no ldentlfier of X Let s E Z&((X))
Then @A(s) IS an instance of the scheme (A(X))
that has only one tuple, bemg the empty Instance
of the scheme (X)

l

l

l

t

t(a) (t(a) 1s called a component oft)
R
where t 1s a tuple variable, R a relation identifier and a
The scheme of
1s an attnbute (atormc or structured)
t(A), where A 1s an atormc attribute, IS A The scheme
of t(A(A)), where X 1s a non-empty list of attributes
and A(X) 1s a structured attnbute, IS (X)

The renamrng operator p Let (A) be a scheme
and let s E Znst((X)) Then p(s, A,B) IS the (standard) renammg of A by Z3m s It 1san Instance of
the scheme (X), with the ldentlfier A substituted
by the ldentlfier B

Remark that (term*) = (terml) IS only a formula If
the schemes of (termI) and (termz) are compatible
and that (termI) E (tetmz) IS only a formula If the
scheme of (termI) IS X and the scheme of (termz) 1s
compatible with (X)

nested-nested (nn) If and only If at least one of Its
operands and Its result are not flat

Here are some examples of queries, R have the scheme

flat-nested (fn) If and only If Its operands are flat
but Its result IS not flat

(A, NC, D))
{t[All%[A,

nested-flat (nf) If and only If at least one of Its
operands 1s not flat but Its result 1s flat

B(C, D)l(tl

M-4 WC, W-t

fiat-flat (8) if and only If Its operands and Its
result are flat

2 4 Nested

= (termz)

(tev)
E (tem2)
A term IS a query or has the form

Algebmw ezpressrons of the nested algebra are defined
m the usual way An expresslon m the nested algebra
IS called
l

Affn)

where all f,‘s are formulas, t 1s a an Identfier, called a
tuple variable (all these t’s are &fferent, and hfferent
from the target variable), and X 1s a non-empty hst
of attnbutes, called the scheme of t l%rthermore, a
formula can have the form

1s the (standard) unnest of s on the A(X2) attribute of X and IS an mstance of the scheme (Xl,
l

Vfn)

f
Glfl

Let (X) be the scheme
Znst((X))

v

(flA

E R A t(A) = h(A)))

E RI

In the last query, tt(B(C)) 1s defined m terms of itself
whch causes a lot of problems As a matter of fact
every set with the good scheme satisfies thus query

Calculus

In this sectlon we define a calculus for manipulating
schemes and there instances, slmllar to the one mtroduced by Roth, Korth and Sllberschatz [23]

2 5 Flat Algebra
An expresslon of the nested algebra 1s also an expression of the jlat algebra If and only If

A query m the nested calculus has the form
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1 every attnbnte of every relation that occurs in the
expression IS atormc, and
2 the nest operator nor the empty operator does not
occur m the expresmon

l

Nest suppose that X can be written as X1,X’
where X2 1s a non-empty bst of attributes and let
A be no ldentrfier of x v,$Z,A(nae) IS translated
to

2.6. Flat Calculus
{t[X’,

A query of the nested calculus 1s also
flat calculus rf and only If

a

W(A2)J

1 every attnbute of every relation that o&urs m the
query 1s atomtc, and
2 every attnbute of the scheme of every vanable
that occurs m the query IS atormc, and
3 no term is a query
3. Translation
of the Nested
Nested Calculus

A(X2)]13&l(f(h)

Algebra

{t[~1,~211~t~[~l~tz[~2J(f(t~)
t2

with scheme (X) 1s translated

A

pA(p)( nae)

ts(a)))))

is

trans-

/\ t(a) = tl(a)A
a&v

E tl(A(X2))

/\ t(a) = t,(a))}
otw

. Empty opemtor let (X) be the scheme of nae and
let A be no ldentlfier of A @A(nae) is translated
to

Let nae, nael, and nae2 be expressions of the nested
algebra
R, a relation

A
tz(a)=
oEX=

0 UnneSt let x = A’, A(X’)
lated to

to the

= h(a)

= ttd~211S[~](f(t3)

A
w=~3w
aEX'

In thts section we show how expressions of the nested
algebra can be translated anto the nested calculus

l

A t(a)
aEX’

query of the

m

Wll~ E RI
We suppose that the nested algebrruc expressions nae,
nael and nae2 have as translation
the quenes

WllfW,
l

l

=d ~W~llfd~)~ r-r=tlv+
Unron
nael
U nae2 (where & and X2 are compatible) IS translated to {t[X,]l(fi(t)
V fi(t)))
ttMfdt)l

Renamrng p( nae, A, B) 1stranslated to the translation of nae where every occurrence of A IS substltuted by B

l

Dzfference nael - nae2 (where X1 and X2 are comA -fi(t))}
patible) IS translated to {t[&]l(fi(t)

4 Translation
of ff-Expressions
sions of the Flat Algebra

l

Jam nael w nae2 (where X1 and X2 have no
common ldentlfiers) IS translated to

in this section we show that ff-expressions of the nested
algebra can be translated mto an eqmvalent expression
of the flat algebra To estabhsh thus result we first
translate the ff-expression into a calculus query whch
sat&es desirable properties We call such a query constructive We then translate, wth the help of several
transformation rules, the constructive query mto a safe
query (m the sense of Ullman [27]) of the flat calculus
We finally use Codd’s theorem [9,27] about the eqmvalence of the safe flat calculus and the flat algebra We
would hke to state that It IS an open problem to find
a completely algebrac strategy to a&eve thrs result

{t[X,,Xz]l(3tl[Xl](fr(tl)

3t2P2l(f202)
l

A t(a) = tl(a))A
PEA1

A t(a) = sW)I
oEXa

Pyectton
II,, ,i (nae) (where k 2 1 and $1,
tk are the md1ce.s of &fferent attnbutes a,,,
Q,* of X) is translated to

,
,

4.1. Existential
l

Expres-

Form

A formula g 1s m exrstentral normal form (enf) If and

Seiectron c,=-)( nae) (where I and 3 are the m&ces
of dfferent attnbutes a, and a, of X) 1stranslated
to {t[x]l(f(t)

Normal

into

onlyd

g E (hl v

A t(%) = t(%)))
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v hk)

k>l

5 if z(a) = Q or Q = CC(~) IS one of the c,,‘s, Q

such that for all 2, 1 5 z < k
h, = ~%I(&I]

h,,

[&,,](c,I

A

A ctl, A 414

being a query, then (&,~(a)) 1s an edge
6 d + IS a variable and z(a) 1s a component of z
then (z,z(a)) 1s an edge

1 0

such that d, IS m enf and
c:J

=

c,,

tl(al)

E

=

tl

E

t2((22),

t2(a),

The constructlblhty
graphs of the three examples m
Section 2 4 are shown m Figure 1

or

or

{t2[A]lf},where f ISm enf,
c,~P {t2[A]lf}= tl(A(X)), where f ISm enf,
C rJ

s tl(A(X))

=

or
or

c,~ E t E R, or

c,~I tl E{t2[A]lf},where f ISm enf,
&J

= {tl[~lllfl}

=

(t2p2llf2},

where fl and

or
f2

are in enf
The formulas of the three examples in Section 2 4 are
m enf
Constructlbdity
Graph,
4.2
Acycltclty
and Constructiveness

Wtl

IA, B(C, D)l(tl E R A 0)

IdA)

Reachability,

t

Let g be m enf and let F = {ul(aPl),
, w(~PI)) be
a set of components of the variables ul,
,ul (these
are called the variables of F) with
g E (hl v

h = 3dM

<
C(+ E R, U(A), t(B(C, D))))

V hk)

3v,,, [hn,](ct1 A

= h(A)), {WI)

A GI, A -4)

The cons&u&b&y
graph of (h,,F) IS the &rected
graph, notated by C(h,, F) with nodes
1 all components of the variables v,l,
rvm, and
all the elements of F
, utn, and the variables ~1,
2 aU the variables u,l ,
VU1
3 a31queries Q that appear m h, on the lughest level
in some csJ
4 all relations R that appear m h, on the highest
level in some ctJ

wJtzP(CNt2WCN
{tdcllh

E t@(C)))

=
A h(C) E h@(C))), th(‘%)

and with edges
Figure 1 The constructlblhty
graphs of the three examples m Section 2 4

1 If z(a) = y(p) 1sone of the c,,‘s then (z(cr),y(p))
IS an edge if z(o) 4 F and (y(p), x(a)) IS an edge
If Y(P) 4 F
If x E R IS one of the c,,‘s then (R,x) IS il~l edge
If z E y(a) IS one of the cIJ’s then (y(cz),z) IS an

A component Z(Q) IS called reachable m a subgraph
C’(h,, F) of C(h,, F) d and only If there 1s a path m
C’(h,, F) from a query Q or a relation R to z(a) A
component x(a) IS called reachable m (h,, F) If and
only if x(a) IS reachable m C(h,, F) The component

edge If Y(P) $ F
If x E Q IS one of the c,~‘s, Q bemg a query, then
(Q, x) IS an edge
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z(a) 1s called reachable m (g,F) If and only d It IS
reachable m (h,,F), for all t, 1 5 a 5 k.

E2 If t2 IS not a free variable of jl(tl)
free variable of fi(t2) then

(h, F) 18 called acgclac If and only If C(h,, F) has a
snbgraph A&F)
such that

ewllfl(h)

,
1 all the components of the tnple vanables u,~,
u,,,, and all the elements of F are reachable m
A@,$‘), ad
2 A@,, F) augmented wth all the edges (z(a),Q),
mth Z(Q) appearmg m the query Q, IS acychc
We wdl call the latter graph AU(h,, F)

is logxally

equxilent

and I, 15IIOL.L

A 32[~2lfz(~2))

to

3~1[~113~2[~21~f1(~1)A fz(t2))
E3
is logreally eqmvalent to

(h,, F) IS called cunstructrwe d and only If
1 (h,, F) IS acychc, and
2 (d,,(b) 1s constructive, and
3 If some c,~ has the form
v(a) = G47llfh
Mrllf)

In Lemma 2 and Lemma 3 we show how constructlveness is preserved in various situations

or

Lemma 2 Let fi and f2 be formulas and let F and G
be sets of components

= o(a), or

tJ E M7llf)

If (fi, F) and (f2, F) are constructive, then there
exists a formula, denoted f&2, whch 1slo~cally
eqmvalent to fl V f2 and such that (flj42, F) IS
constructive

then {w[7]lf) IS constmctlve
4 d some c,~ has the form
b’d7111fl~
tha-i (471llfi)

= +“2[72llh)

and {W2[72]jf2)

are COnStrUctlVe

(g, F) 1s called constructwe if and only If for s3l t, 1 <
: _< k, (h,,F) 1s constructive
The query {u[X](g) 1s
called cotastructtue If and only d (g, F) 1s constmctlve,
where F = {u(a)la E X) Note that, whenever G C F,
(g, G) IS constructive If (g, F) 1s also constmctlve
The first example of Section 2 4 IS constmctlve, the
second 1s not (smce no component oft 1s reachable m
(+ E R,(t(A),t(B(C))})),
nor 1s the the thrd (since
the graph AU does not exist)

Lemma 3 Let atl[X&
set of components

1 For each formula fl and f2 we have
If t2 1s not a free Mnable of fr then

Lemma

Ul

IS logxaily

A 32 W2(t2

be a formula and let F be a

A If (&[X&,
F) IS constructive and 2(p) does not
appear In Jtl[X&,
then there exists a formula,
denoted &[Xl](fiAtl(a)
= t(P)), which 1s log]tally eqmvalent to %[X,](fi
A II(~) = t(P)) and
such that (3(11[X&Att(a)
= 1(P), F U {t(P))) 1s
constructive

1)

eqmvalent to
3~2Wul*

If (fi,F) and (f2,S) are constructive, then there
exrsts a formula, denoted flw2
whch IS logltally equivalent to fi A-f2 and such that (f&&,
F) 1s constructive
If (11, F) IS constructive and F contams the set of
zdl the components of the variable tl, then there
exists a formula, denoted Atl[&]fl
which 1s lo@tally eqmvalent to 3tl[X&
and such that
(& [&]fl, F’) IS constructive, F’ bemg the set of
components of F that are not components of tl

In the followmg lemma, we present some equivalences
between log& formulas wbch are used m the proof
of Lemma 2 and Lemma 3
El

If (fi, F) and (fi,G) are coustmctlve and and the
components of the common vmables of fi and
f2 belong to F n G then there exists a formula,
denoted f&2, which 1slogcally eqwvalent to fi A
f2 and such that (f&2, F u G) 1s constructive

f202N
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If (f,F) 1s constructive and u(/3l) and u(P2) are
components m F, then there exists a formula, denoted fAu(P1) = u(&), which 1s logically equlvalent to f A u(/%) = u(p2) and such that (fAu(P1)
= u&), F) IS constmctlve
If (&[&]fi,
F) 1sconstructive, tl(A(X)) 1sa component of tl and no component of t nor t itself appears m &[X&,
then there exists a formula, denoted %[Xl](flAt
E tl(A(X))), whch 1s 1ogcaUy
eqmvalent to iitl[xJ(A
A 5 E tl(A(X)))
and such

that (~~PII(~IA~ E h(A(A))),F

u {WIP

E A))

T2

Query Propugatron
= Q or cl = Q = tl(a) where Q 3
and let the edge (Q,tl(a))
belong to
The query propagation substltutes g by

Let cl E tl(a)

{tz[A2]lf(t2)}
AU(h,,F)
g’ with
9‘ahlv
h: 3 3vl[Xl]

V

h,ml

V

hi

V

h,+l

V

V

3%skJ
A ciwl

(4 *

A Cl A c;+l

A

A c:,

If (.& [ii&, F) 1s constructive, Q 1s a constructlve query and t(a) does not appear m &[Xl]fi,
then there exists a formula, denoted &[x~](f~A
t(a) = Q) whch 1s Iog~~Ily equivalent to
%[xll(fl
A t(a) = Q) and such that (i!ttl[&]jlA
t(a) = Q, F U {t(a)}) 1s constructive

T3 Structured Component Ehmrnatron
Consider the formula h, and suppose that cl 1s the
only term m wluch w>(A(X)) occurs The structured
component ehmmation consists of
1 Deletion of the term cl from h,
2 Delete the attnbute A(X) from the scheme of u,
3 If the scheme of u, becomes empty, remove 3u,[]

Lemma 2 and Lemma 3, together with Section 3 where
we talked about translating a nested algebra expression mto a nested calculus query, allow us to establish
the followmg result

Call the resulting formula hi and let
9‘shiv

V

h,el

V

h;

V

h,+l

V

V

Lemma 4 Every expression of the nested algebra can
be translated mto a constructive query

T4

4.3. Transformations
alent Formulas

equabty elmunatlon substitutes g by g’ with

Logically

9‘rhlv
h; E 3vl[X1]

Let g be a formula and let F be a set of components of
a tuple variable and let (g, F) be constructive, with
g E hl v
h, = 3~1[~11

3+,1

A Cl A

Tl

A c,

A -d)

Query Membershsp Ehmmatron

h,-l

V

hi

V

A

A Cl-1

A a+1 A

3%[hal(Cl

h,+l

V

V

A

hi

V

h,+l

The query

V

V

A Cl-1 A Q+1 A

hk
AC,A

-r(d~t1[71l(fi(tl)~2(t1))~tz[7zl(fi(tz)~1(4))))

4.4. Algorithm

query m the flat calculus IS

Translate

We now present an algorithm to construct a query m
the flat calculus that 1s log~ally equrvalent to a formula of the nested algebra with flat operands and a
flat result

V hk

3u,,[Xn]

hi z 314X1]
((Cl

V

h,ml

Lemma 6 A constructive
safe

The query membership
Let cl E tl E {t2[&]lf(t2)}
ehmmatlon substitutes g by g’ with
g’ P hl v

V

= {th]lf2(tz)}

Lemma 5 The query membersbp ehmmatlon rule,
the query propagation rule, the structured component
elmunatlon rule and the query equabty ehmmatlon
rule preserve constructiveness

v hk

3%[Ll
(Cl A

hk

Query EquaZtty Elrmmatson

Let CI = {tt[rlllf~(tl))

Equiv-

We now define four query transformation rules that
preserve constructiveness and that will allow for the
‘flattening” of constructive queries

v h,-1 v h, v h,+1 v

lb)

where ck (p # I) and d’ 1s c, and d respectively with
every occurrence of tl(a) replaced by Q

is constructive

Between

hk

A Gn A +Lf(h))
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Tmndate
Input
Output

We first nerd to gener&e the ncsl opq 1,lt01 I III I(
fore, consider two relation schemes (Xl) NKI (hl, X,)

a ff-expression of the nested algebra

Consider the operator gvA that associates with these

an expression of the flat algebra

two schemes the scheme (Xl, A(&))
Suppose that A
1s the name of no attrlbute of Xl nor of Xz gvA assouates with the two instances rl and ~2 (of respectively
(Xl) and (&,X2)) the Instance of (Xl,A(Xz)) of the
tuples, the Xl-proJection of which IS m r, or In the X1proJectlon of r2, and the A-component contams all the
&-proJectJons of the tuples m r2 that have the ~SSOCJated Xl-proJection Thus operator 1s called the geneml
nest

Method
1 Transform the given expression of the nested algebra into a constructive query, using Lemma 4
2 Repeat step 2 1 and step 2 2 until no more posseble
2 1 Repeat query membership ehmmatlon until
no more possible
2 2 Repeat query propagation lmmedlately followed by structured component ebmmatlon
until no more possible
3 Repeat query equality ehmmatlon untd no more
possible
4 Apply Codd’s theorem about translating a safe
calculus query into an eqmvalent flat algebra expression

Consider Figure 2 Clearly gyA(rl, r2) = rs
rl=C

f-3

Lemma 7 Algorithm Tiunelate, taking as input a ffexpression of the nested algebra, stops and produces
an expression of the flat algebra which 1s equivalent
with the gven ff-expression

C
0
1

A(B)
to911
(11

2

0

The next two lemmas prove that we can substitute the
nest operator by the general nest operator, without
changmg the expressive power of the nested algebra

Theorem 1 For every ff-expression m the nested algebra there IS an eqmvalent expression m the flat algebra

Lemma 8 The general nest operator IS expressible m
the nested algebra

closure 1s not expressible

5. Normalizing
nn-Expressions,
and nf-Expressions

=

00
01
11

Figure 2

We are now able to formulate one of our mam results

Corollary 1 The transltlve
m the nested algebra

rz=CB
1
2

Lemma 9 The nest operator can be expressed m terms
of general nest and the rest of the nested algebra

fn-Expressions

The next theorem essentmlly states that the calculation of every fn-expression can be simulated by first
calculatmg m the flat algebra, and then nestmg In an
appropriate way m order to get the answer In general this general nesting 1s mterweaved with proJectlons and renammgs

The nested algebra 1sricher than the flat algebra, since
It can extract “nested mformatlon”
from a nested
database, wbch cannot be expressed by the flat algebra T~H mformatlon cannot be represented by a
flat relation, not even mtermedlately
This 1s shown in
the next theorem

Theorem 3 Let nae be an /n-expressIon In the nested
algebra
There IS an fn-expresaon 9,,,, conslstmg
and general
projections
of renamings,
only
,enacb expressions m th flat algenests, and enocl,
bra with

Theorem 2 Let nae be an arbitrary expression m the
nested algebra There are no nf-expression anoc, no fnexpresslon qnoc and no expresslon m the flat algebra
enac mth nae = gnee enac he
We are now going to discuss the nested mformatlon
that can be extracted from a flat database We show
that the flat algebra 1s nearly as powerful as the nested
algebra m thla context

nae = *denoe)(enod,

,enaek 1

Finally we discuss the flat mformatlon extracted from
a nested database For ths purpose the flat algebra
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1s essentmlly less powerful than the nested algebra
We generabze the unnest operator as follows
The
general unnest operator on the structured attribute
A associates with the scheme (Xl, A(&)) the scheme
(Xl,&,A’(X;))
It assouates with the instance r the
unnest of r, with each tuple augmented by Its orlgmal
A-value (bang primed) The general unnest of r on A
1s denoted by

!wA&)(r)

Consider FJgure 3 It Illustrates an mstance T with its
general unnest gPAcB,(r)

SdeCtJOn (JOJn, difference, renammg, PrOJeCtJOJJrespec-

tively)
nael

on nested relations and that IS eqmvalent to

We proved that starting from flat relations and bluldmg nested relations we still have enough mformatlon
to translate the selection, the Join, the &fference and
the proJection on those nested relations mto the flat
algebra Thrls does not hold If we start with the nested
relations (as 1s proved m the theorem)
Reference
PI S Ablteboul,

r =

C A(B)
0 to911
1 (1)
1 PI
2

glrAca,(r) =

0

C B A’(H)
0 0 i&l)
0 1 i&l)
1

1

1

2 01

(11

131F Banulhon, “A Logs Programmmg/ObJect
ented Cocktad”, SIGMOD Ret
pp 11-20

Figure 3
The next two lemmas prove that we can substitute
the unnest operator by the general unnest operator
without changing the expressive power of the nested
algebra
Lemma 10 The general unnest operator can be expressed m the nested algebra
Lemma 11 The unnest operator can be expressed m
terms of general unnest and the rest of the nested algebra
Theorem 4 Let nae be an nf-expression m the nested
algebra There are nf-expressions q’,,,,, , consJstmg of
no union, empty operator or general nest and enac an
expression in the flat algebra wJth
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